
Knowledge in crypto not required  - Automation of smart contracts -Custodial & non-custodial  wallets options - Credit
card payments- Earn royalties from the music - Beneficial ecosystem for artists and fans
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Beatland is a decentralised NFT label, a music NFT  marketplace empowering not only
artists but also their fans. It defends artists by recognizing their worth. Unlocking for them
funding, freedom and visibility like never before. All of this by rewarding fans for believing in
their favourite artists but also putting light on the talents of tomorrow.Artists are fueled by
their community and welcomed to a world where music rhymes with success, independence
and full ownership of their rights

Governance: BTLD holders are allowed to participate in decisions regarding platform upgrades and community
actions using a DAO structure. BTLD holders can either vote on decisions or delegate votes to other BTLD
holders. Our processes ensure optimal transparency and decentralisation for all users. 

Staking: BTLD holders will be able to earn rewards through the staking program.

Foundation: The Foundation aims to positively impact the music industry by supporting emerging artists in their
growth. The DAO will allow the decisions regarding the artists that will be supported by the Foundation. The
foundation will purchase the NFTs of these artists to finance the growth of their careers, and 50% of the royalties
earned by the foundation will be airdropped to the BLTD token holders.

Transaction fees: For each sale of the BTLD token, there is a 1.5% transaction fee. A third of the transaction fees
will be used to burn a part of the supply, another third of the transaction fees will be airdropped to the BTLD token
holders and the last third of the transaction fees will be used to provide liquidity to the BTLD token.

To launch an album, artists need to choose between risking to be independent, or giving up the majority
of their rights by signing with a label.
40% to 90% of royalties are retained by labels.
Talented by smaller artists struggle to emerge as a result of their lack of funding or exposure.

Music enters Web3
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Interested in joining the private sale?
We only accept strategic investors. Please share your credentials at investors@beatland.io

investors@beatland.io
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CMO

More to be announced !
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The Problem

Our Solution

The Advantages

Oliver Lienhard
Technical advisor

Reduction of transaction fees on the marketplace: BTLD holders will be able to reduce the transaction fees on
the marketplace by holding a certain amount of BTLD.

Burn of the token: An amount equivalent to 2.5% of the profits of the marketplace will be used to burn the token.
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